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While a topic many would like to avoid in Celtics fandom, for the rest, a new publication shines a light on Irving’s egress for the rest of us.
New book details Kyrie Irving's exit from Boston Celtics, origin of Nets superteam
Origin stories are rarely pretty. You can just imagine the carnage Grendel’s birth wrought on his beastly mother, or how the wolf might have had difficulty nursing Rome’s purported founders, Romulus ...
In Lisa Taddeo’s ‘Animal,’ a woman with a sordid past reclaims her own origin story
Trader Joe founder Joe Coulombe, who died last year, wrote a long, entertaining history of one of L.A.'s most iconic chains. Now you can read it.
Column: Trader Joe wrote a memoir, and it's just as much fun as you'd expect
On Tuesday, the Senate unanimously passed a bill establishing June 19 as “Juneteenth National Independence Day”, a U.S. holiday commemorating the end of slavery in the United States. Juneteenth is the ...
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Author Annette Gordon-Reed’s New Book, ‘On Juneteenth’ Examines The Holiday Through A Personal Lens
They were played by Zoe Saldana and Karen Gillan in “Avengers: Endgame.” Now, they get an origin story in the new book “Gamora and Nebula: Sisters in Arms.” ...
New book ‘Gamora and Nebula’ explores origin story of Marvel sisters
With a trustworthy investigation and clear communication, the Biden administration can minimize bigotry-fueled rumors and misinformation.
A rigorous investigation of the coronavirus’s origins will be crucial
Nikki Sixx will chronicle his rise from a disaffected teen in rural Idaho to chart-topping rocker in 'The First 21: A Memoir,' out Oct. 19, 2021.
Nikki Sixx to Chronicle Origin Story in ‘The First 21: A Memoir’
César Aira's The Divorce, a 2008 novel now out in English, centers around one charged moment at a Buenos Aires cafe, when water falling from an awning suddenly drenches a passing bicyclist.
An Argentinean Novel Spins Countless Stories From A Bicycle Wheel
Meghan Markle recently released The Bench, which is inspired by the relationship between Prince Harry and their son, Archie — all the details ...
Meghan Markle Dedicates Her Children’s Book to Prince Harry and Son Archie With a Special Message
Variants in the TP73 gene correlated with risk for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), suggesting a novel role for apoptosis in ALS pathology. "Our data suggest that TP73 is a novel ALS risk gene and ...
Novel ALS Risk Gene Identified
Tucker Carlson discusses how recommended reading in the U.S. military promotes racism, and is poisonous to the troops.
Tucker Carlson: US military is intensifying a political purge of the ranks
The changes in the novel coronavirus amount to 20% compared to the previous coronavirus, and it would be impossible to create such a virus artificially, Rinat Maksyutov explained ...
Experts have no doubt in natural origin of coronavirus, says Russian researcher
NASA's Artemis Program will return astronauts to the surface of the moon for the first time since the Apollo Era. In the years and decades that follow, multiple space agencies and commercial partners ...
The Lunar Lantern could be a beacon for humanity on the moon
With the loss of his best friend and the death of his girlfriend Keisha (LaLa Anthony), Tommy has decided to leave New York City behind for good, heading west to build his empire elsewhere. Power Book ...
‘Power Book IV: Force’: Joseph Sikora Just Introduced an Important New Character
Joseph Sikora has been portraying Tommy Egan since 'Power' debuted. Now in 'Power Book IV: Force,' Tommy's origin story will be revealed.
‘Power Book IV: Force’: Joseph Sikora Says the Show Will Reveal Tommy’s Origin Story
The hospital has given out over 100 books to children living with sickle cell disease as part of the Sickle Cell Story Book Club.
Riley Hospital treats sickle cell patients' minds with book club
Google search, Twitter, Google Translate. These may not be the investigative tools one has in mind to unravel the mystery of the decade, if not the century. But a crack team of amateur researchers ...
COVID-19 origin: How DRASTIC, a group of internet sleuths, compelled world to relook Wuhan lab leak theory
For local governments that chose to adopt zoning, this is a moot question, as zoning must be based on a plan. Still, the minimum contents of a master plan are not well defined in law and communities ...
To plan or not to plan? Minimum contents of a master plan
Published in February 2021 by the Congregation Children of Israel's Sisterhood, "Eat & Be Satisfied" contains a pound cake recipe of mysterious origin.
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